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Selkirk, Albany, New Jersey, Buffalo, Cleveland, Brooklyn Junction, Grafton, Parkersburg,  Huntington, 
Cumberland … across the railroaders territory of the USA, the word about Black Shirt Friday, June 19, 
2009, spread like wildfire. 
 
Initiated by Railroad Workers United as a response to the mounting fatalities on the nation's railroad 
system, Black Shirt Friday succeeded to bring railroaders together in solidarity in a way not seen for many 
years. The activity was particularly focused on the death of Jared Boehlke, a UTU conductor killed while 
operating a remote control locomotive in the Selkirk, NY yard, when he was ordered to repair a car 
coupler alone. That same week, signalman John Pichalski Jr. was killed while repairing a broken rail 
crossing structure. In both instances, the rail workers were killed while working alone, the result of the 
carriers' excessive cutbacks in personnel. 
 
Railroaders are fed up with phony management "safety" programs that focus on worker behavior and not 
on hazard elimination. RWU has been campaigning for over a year to reorient joint management - union 
safety programs toward a focus on hazards, not behavior. The recent wave of layoffs and furloughs, short 
staffing, job elimination and workers forced to perform their tasks alone all are  factors which underlie and 
contribute to the spike in fatalities in the past year. 
 
In the press release RWU put out calling for a Black Shirt Friday, RWU pointed out that  "Unfortunately, 
the rail carriers have continued to emphasize worker behavior over hazard elimination. As a result, the 
carriers tend to downplay, overlook, or ignore altogether the problems and hazards that are created by 
management practices. Job cutbacks, job combination, and massive layoffs have left too many rail 
employees working without the extra support and assistance needed in places like dangerous 
classification yards where Jared Boehlke met his death." In Albany, NY, just outside of Selkirk, the Albany 
Times Union and WTEN TV news covered the Black Shirt Friday action. 
 
While the action focused on Selkirk, railroaders in dozens of terminals participated, distributed flyers and 
posters, and wore black to work. As RWU member and track worker Ron Friend observed, "There is more 
brotherhood and solidarity than many would care to think." 
 
The urgency of the question of rail worker fatalities exploded once again in late June with the devastation 

caused by the Washington DC Metro rail disaster that killed conductor Jeanice McMillan and nine  

passengers. As the investigation here develops, it appears that once again it was not worker behavior, 

but underlying hazards beyond the control of that worker which were responsible for the wreck and the 

fatalities. Organizers of Black Shirt Friday staged the event in order to raise awareness of safety issues, 

focus attention on hazards, and get workers involved in the struggle for safety on the railroad. As a side 

effect, the Black Shirt Friday may have had a positive impact upon BLET -- UTU relations. Shortly after 

the BSF announcement, the two operating craft unions took a major step towards unity when they 

announced that they had filed a joint petition with the FRA to put a stop to one person operations. "The 

evidence shows that no conditions exist where a lone engineer or single person remote control operations 

are safe...." was the conclusion reached by the joint petition of the two organizations. (see related article, 

bottom of Page 1, this issue of The Highball). 


